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GLOSSOLOGTA

PATIENT VS NON PATIENT ORIENTATION OF THE ACTION AND THE
VOICE DISTINCTION IN MG*

D. THEOPHANOPOULOU- KONTOU

t. The point of view put forward by the traditional grammar as far as the MG voice system is
concerned (morphological - semantic distinction between active, middle and passive verbal
forms: suggestedcriteria) is disputed.
2. A sketchy attempt is made at stating the passive vs active voice distinction in terms of the
patient vs non patient orientation of the action expressedby the predicate, on the basis of its
syntactic and semantic features.The above theoretical assumption is further examined as far as
the following points are concerned: (i) in relation to the descriptive adequacy of the suggested
opposition (+/- patient orientation), in comparison with other oppositions already suggestedin
the literature, (ii) in relation to the MG data, in order to see how well they could be captured
b y t h i s d i s t i n g u i s h i n gc r i t e r i o n .
3. A crude sketch of the distribution of the verbs is attempted.
4. Finally, some problems concerning the above classificationare indicated.

l. Introduction.
l. t. My
MG.

aim

in this paper

is to examine

some aspects of the voice system in

More precisely, I shall try to define the MG

voice distinction

in terms of the

direction of the action, stated on the basis of the conceptual structure of the predicate. This criterion is selected so as to aid a more systematic and adequate description of the active vs the passive behaviour of MG verbs.
1.2 According
grammar),

to

the traditional

model

of description

verbs are classified into the following

to their voice: the active, the middle

(the so-called traditional

three basic categories, in respect

and the passive'. The distinction

is mainly

t This paper was originally presented to the l5th Annual Meeting in Athens of the Societas
LinguisticaEuropaea(8-ll September 1982).I would like to thank from this position my colleague Helen Antonopoulou for the very useful discussion and insightful comments, especially
on the motion verbs.
'

Cf. Tttipt(avoq 1946: 230-53: Mnopnrvtrirrrlq - Kovr6q 1967: 22G229. On a further subdi'to
'to sit', nervdt 'to be
vision of the verbs, namely the neuter (rcoryd.pat
sleep', xtiflopar
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semantic2,since it is based upon "the disposition of the grammatical subject to the
action expressed by the verb (Mnopnrvtrirrqq - Kovtdq 1967:226). ln the active
voice the subject is presented as acting, performing the action (tpfxa yprTyopa,I
run fast', ypd7@ Eva ypdppc 'I write a letter'); in the middle voice the subject is
presented as acting upon himself (vrivopat 'I dress', nA60qrca'I washed' etc.). In
the passive voice the subject is presented as acted upon (i ndAryrco.raorptitpqrce
dnri
uiv tx0p6 'the city was destroyed by the enemy' 6 d.ppotoroExerpoDpy(1qrcetnrcuXdtE'The ill man was operated on successfully').
The point of view put forward by the traditional grammar is confusing and
from a synchronic point of view does not totally correspond to the voice system of the verbs.
The reasonsare the following:
(a) There is a morphological overlap between active middle and passive verbal forms, as it has already been pointed out in different traditional grammar
books3 since: (i) morphologically active forms have a middle (o"Md(a'to change',
dwaprbvoupe 'to meet ea'ch other') or passive meaning (ne)a{va 'to die', dppaoraiva 'to become ill') and (ii) morphologically mediopassive forms ,.have active
'meaning'": oEfopat 'to
respect', petoXetpf(opat 'to use' etc. and share the same
subcategorizationframes with the active verbs ending in -o.o
(b) The semantic distinction between actives, middles and passivcs mentioned
- Kovtoo 1980, 1982) that
above is disputed. It has been shown (@eo<povono6l.ou
the existenceof a middle voice -under the traditional specification of the term- distinct from both the active and the passive is problematic, since the so-called middle verbs overlap with the actives and passivesnot only morphologically, but also
semantically5 and syntactically. The notion of the .special relation of the action
with the subject from whom it originates and for whose interest it is carried out, expressedby a "middle,, verb- does not synchronically constitute a distinctive fea-

hungry) cf' Neoel'l.qvtxrj fpoppottrrj l94l: 304. On the contrary, according to Householder
-Kazazis - Koutsoudas (1964: 102).
"61srk verbs have two voices: active to indicate that the
subiect performs the action and passive to indicate that the subject is either the goal of the
action or that it acts upon himself.' 66. also Warburton 1970: 68-84 for a more systematic
account of the voice distinction of MG verbs. On some problems arising from the distinction
between active, middle and passiveverbal forms cf. Lyons 1968: 371 ff. and Mirambet l97g:
I 28- 140.
2
Morphologically verbs are classifiedinto two ending systems:active (in -a;) and mediopassive
(in -pat), with partial overlaps (Cf. among others Neoel.l.qvtrri fpappcrrrri l94l:
306; Mirambel 1978 : 128-140:Warburton 1970 : 68-84,passim).
'
Cf. among others T(dpt(avos 1946:230-31: Mirambel 1978 : t28; Neoe).).qvrrri fpcrppctr. r{ l94l : 305-306.
o
Cf. also @eogcvono6).ou- Kovto0 1982 : 59-60.
t
The mediopassiveform itself is semantically ambiguous: middle/passive; Cf. sentencestike:
f
Map[a 6mrp4piot4rce.
nd.6 rrbpa rc)r;uraia'M'ary has been advertised very much lately', meaning either that she has been advertised by someone (unspecified agent) or that she has been
advertised by herself (lacking an agent).
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ture of the middle verbs taken as a whole (cf. ltnaxupf(opar ,to use,, oEBopat ,to
respect', tr2odui(opo"l'to be supplied' etc.)6.On the other hand the suggestedcriterion: the subject is acting (active)7 vs it is acted upon (passive) is not always sufficient since it covers only casesof dynamic verbs (activity verbs)8,leaving aside the
stativese(transitive or intransitive):cf . ETot'to have', vorcb7a'to feel', )un6par ,to
be sorry' etc.).
l'3. Taking as a starting point the assumption that the voice of a verbal form
is basically determined by the function of its grammatical subject, I shall try to
present some evidence that the active vs passive behaviour of the MG verbs could
basically be stated in terms of the orientation of the action (+/- patient) expressed
by the predicatelo. The active vs passive hebaviour of the so-called middle verbs
can also be accounted for in terms of the same criterion. Such a conception of the
active vs passive voice distinction could be considered as universal since it is based
upon the conceptual structure of the predicate and the depending thematic relations.
Before going on to some of the basic issues,I should like to mention that the
present discussion is a crude sketch of a possible approach to the MG voice system, taken as a whole; consequently:
l) I will not deal here with the specific problems of the different verbal categories.
2) I will not try to specify the relation between the active and the corresponding passive constructions (whether it is lexical (Freidin l97rtr, or transformational't or even the result of two different rules (Wasow 1977\.

o
t

For some further problems concerning the semantic value of the MG voices cf. Mirambel
1 9 7 8 ,e s p e c i a l l yl 3 l - 1 3 4 .

T(tipt(cvoc, 1946:230-231; Neoel,l,rlvtr4 fpcpportxrj l94l: 304; Householder -Kazazis Koutsoudas 1964 : 102 Mnopntvtrilr4g - Kovt6g 1967:226.
8
Dynamic verbs "denote either events (including acts) or processes(including activities)" (Lyons 1977:706).
t
Stative verbs describeexisting situations that are .homogeneous, continuous and unchanging
throughout their duration
".
'o
It goes without saying that for a proper specification of the different verbal subcategories
some other parametres should also be taken into account: the presence vs absefce of an
agent ad.iunct or prefixes atiro-,d).)fl.o- for the patient oriented construction, the semantic
,/syntacticfeatures of the subject (animacy, intention/volition of action) in combination with
the semantic structure of the predicate for the non patient oriented constructions (dynamic,
stative verbs).
rr

According to him (1975 : 384)
"1hs active-passiverelation can be captured in the lexicon
without a passivetransformation... and such a solution does not involve the problems created by a transformational account..
tt
The transformational account of the passive sentences (cf. passive transformation) was
expressed within the older framework of generative-transformational grammar; cf. among
others Chomsky 1957: 1965: 1970;Emonds 1976: 65-74 Culicover 1976: 160_172.
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3) The present discussionis mainly based upon Gruber's (1965-1976)and Jackendoffs (1972) theoretical assumptions on semantic representationof words, as
well as Freidin's (1975) and Anderson's (1977) analysisof the English passives'3.
2. Thematic relations of the predicateand voice distinction.
2.1. The thematic relations were posited, first, by Gruber (1965-76)as the.prelexical structural relations at the prelexical semantic level of representation". Following his assumptionsJackendoff (1972) showed that many syntactic and semantic problems could be examined more adequately "by paying attention to the thematic relations a given NP bears within its clause',. Accordingly, syntactic constructions like actives and passives or pairs of sentencesbearing an ergative
relationship can be specified in terms of the semantic equivalenceof the predicates
and the semantic functions associatedwith them rather than syntactic categories
and their grammatical relations (Cf. Freidin 1975:Anderson 1977).
According to these theoretical assumptionsit would be possible to determine
the voice distinction in MG on the basis of the semantic functions of the predicate
and its thematic relations; more precisely, the passive vs active voice distinction
could be stated in terms of the patient vs non patient orientation of the action"
The direction of the action expressedby the predicate can be specified on the
basis of its semantic and syntactic features which determine:
(a) its semanticfunctions (agent, patient, source,goal, etc.)'0.It is obvious that
the presence of a semantic function meaning .patient'r5 constitutes the necessary
condition for the consideration of the action as patient oriented.
(b) its thematic relations, that is corresponding selectional frames in diff,erent
constructions, in terms of semantic functions rather than syntactic categories.The
patient vs non patient relationship depends upon its possible association or lack of
association with the grammatical subject of the sentence.Such an association can
be compulsory, hence the verb is unidirectionally patient oriented (cf . Tmo9upCo'to
faint', rippcootafv(o'to become ill', ntQa[v(o 'to die') or optional, hence the verb is
multidirectionally agent, patient oriented, etc. (oxotrbvco 'to klll', rcaraorpftpat'to
destroy', 6ru.tp4plQo'toadvertise' etc. Cf . 6 fttivv4c oxdtcooc ilv llftpo'John killed
Peter': agent oriented; 6 llftpoc orcor60r7rcdn6 r6v frdvvry / p6. pui ogaipa'Peter
was killed by John / with a bull': patient oriented).
2.2 The above hypothesis concerning the active vs passive voice distinction calls for
further examination oi the following points:

''

Some of the notions upon which I have based my description (thematic relations and their
syntactic representations)have been now incorporated and further developed within the Government ond Binding model of description. (Chomsky. l98l). Thus it u'ould be interesting to
consider the whole question of voice distinction (functional role of the passive, its crucial
properties etc.) and the arising problems under the GR perspectiVe.
ra
On the definition and the role of the above semantic functions cf. Gruber (1965-1976)
passim; Jackendoff (1972),Anderson (1977).
" I will come back to the 1s1rn.patiento and to the way I am using it as a positive term of the
opposition +/- patient orientation of the action.
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l) in relation to the descriptive adequacy of the suggestedopposition +/- patient orientation of the action, as a voice distinguishing criterion (especially within
the MG system), in comparison with other oppositions already suggestedin the literature (agent-instrument-patientr6or theme-agentr).
2) in relation to the MG data, in order to see how well they could be captured
by the above indicated criterion.
2.2.1.We begin with the first point. The term'patient'generally refers to the entity
that undergoes the action expressedby the predicate, and is generally associated
with the subject position of the intransitive and the object of the transitive. (cf . the
door opened - John opened the door). This term was prefered to the more general
tcrm 'theme' which is used by Gruber (1965-1976) and Jackendoff (1972\ for the
following reasons:
(a) The term 'th'eme' itself, as it is used by Gruber and Jackendoff, is problematic, since its definition refers mainly to the motional predicates (cf. verbs
such as go, come, roll, float, etc.)r8, but it is not applicable to other cases (cf. verbs
like blame, hear, see or verbs like stand, cling)te. This means that although there is
a strong semantic and syntactic correspondance between 'theme' and 'patient' in
most cases,the two terms are only partially overlapping. So, besides the cases in
which the two terms can be used irrespectivelly (the door opened, John opened the
door\, there are examples where the grammatical subject can be considered as the
theme, but not as the patient (Cf. John resembles his father; Anderson 1977: 374\
and others in which the direct object is the patient, but not the theme (Iohn painted on my picture this morning,'Anderson 1977:369).
(b) The more restricted meaning of 'patient' ("the entity that undergoes the
action described") as opposed to the very general notion of 'theme"o corresponds
more accurately to the function of the subject in opassive> constructions in general. So, if patient is defined as the entity denoting the "receiver"/result of the
action performed, the term "patient oriented construction ' explicitly describes a
resultative process of activity which is oriented not from its initiator, but from its
receiver ,/result.
2.2.2. The suggestedopposition +/- patient orientation of the action (patient being

tu

Brakel (1976) who distinguishes the following sentence patterns: agent oriented,
instrument oriented, and patient oriented (actives and passives).
tt
Cf. Anderson (1977) who specifies the relation between active and passive sentences in English in terms of the function of the rules: the Agent-rule and the Theme-rule, respectively.
tt
Hence the definition as .the entity conceived of as moving or undergoing transitions'
(Gruber 1965-76:38).
tn
Cf. also Freidin 1975b: lg2.Gruber's definition of 'theme'does not work for predicatesof
location like stand and cling. Thus he defines 'theme' for this class as .subiect> where the
latter refers to a syntactic, not a semantic function
".
20
Namely, .the element fitling the first argument position of Go (x, y, z), srAy (x, y) or BE
(x, y) etc. In a sense the Theme is the .logical topic' of the clause; the element that the
clause is about, in a purely logical sense divorced from any particular use of the clause in
discourse' (Anderson 1977: 3671.
Cf.
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the marked term and non patient meaning any other function of the grammatical
subject) corresponds to the MG data. According to these there is a tendency for
morphological marking of the patient oriented cunstructions, by partial or complete
generalization of the mediopassive ending into the corresponding active constructions
(the mediopasive ending being considered as the marker for the patient oriented
constructions).
The above assumption is supported by the following observations:
(a) Mediopassive participles in -pevog are formed from intransitive, morphologically active verbs with middle or passive meaning: 6iryaoo. 'I got thirsty' - 6nyaopEvog'thirsty'; dpptborqoa 'I got ill' - dppatotqpEvog'ill'; n6,veoa'I suffered' - novep|voq 'painful'; neivaoa iI got hungry' - netvaop|vog 'hungry'.
(b) Passiveintransitive constructions tend to replace the corresponding actives,
where the grammatical subject is [-anim]:
(l) (6orave 6 ratp6q / (eor&9qxe 6 rarp6q
'the weather became warmer'
(2) grirrroe 16 6op<ir:o / gcorior4re 16 6opdrto
'the room brightened
(3) l"fproocv rri po61o / Leprail9qrcvrti po01o
'the clothes became dirty'
(c) The same tendency is also to be observed in some children's2t data where
the mediopassive ending is overgeneralized into intransitive constructions, especially
in certain caseswhere the subject is f-anim].
(4) i n6pra dvoiyetat (vs rivoiyer) 66oxo}"4 roi r)"etvetat (vs rl,eivet) 66orco)"o.
'the door opens and closes with difficulty'
(5) 66v [elcopiorr'1xe (vs (elrirproe) dr6pq 6 npdrroq
'the first one has not stood out yet'
(6) Fpdorqre (vs Eppcoe) 16 rp6cq
'the meat boiled'
(7) l.et6furcv (vs 6l.etcoocv)oi nordreq
'potatoes are mashed'
(8) riroupniotrlxav (vs drofpnqoov) oi p66eq rtirro
'the wheels touched the ground'
(9) gurptil0rlrav (vs gfrprooav) nol.l"ri i'ou)'o66tc or6v rflno
'many flowers grew in the garden'
(10) <pouprouvtriorrlre(vs gouprofvraoe) rj 0<il,aooo
'the sea became rough'
(l l) fai"tiorrlKs (vs Xd)"aoe)t6 gat
'the food was spoilt'
(12) novt9rlxe (vs n6veoe) 16 2g6ptpou
'mY arm hurt'

tt

The data come from the diary of my son John (3.0-6) Cf: also @eo<pcvonorl)"ou- Kovro0
1 9 8 2: 7 5 , K c t f r 1 9 8 2: 2 8 0 .
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(13) 0d i6pro0fr(vs Oti i6pdroq) t6 o0toriv4to
'the car will sweat'
(14) 0d oteyvoOfl (vs 0d otelvriroq) p6vq rqq ri pnl'o6(a pou
'my shirt will get drY bY itself'
(15) veuptriorqro (vs vefptooa) norl 66v pnopoooo vri t6 rtivrrl
'I got upset becauseI could not do it'
(d) Further supporting evidence comes finally from some adult's errors in the
passive constructions of morphologically mediopassiveverbs with active meaning,
such as:
(16) arlt6q oi dn6yetq 66v dno66lovtat rin6 rri ouv6i'.euor1(instead of ylvovtot
cno6ert6q)
'these views are not accepted by the assembly'
(17) i xol.oofvq oou Brpetal.l"efetot rin6 rdv xoOrivo
(lit.) 'your kindness is being taken advantage of everybody'
(becauseof your kindness, you are being taken advantage of everybody)
Such examples, although rare, show a tendency for overgeneralization or interpretation of the passive ending as a means of morphologically marking the patient
orientation of the action.
3. A sketchy distribution of the MG verbs: patient vs non patient oriented.
We come next to a closer examination of the MG verbs, according to the
suggested criterion, in order to see how well it can capture the attested voice distinctions.
3.1. Patient oriented constructions. On the basis of their morphological, syntactic and semantic structure and behaviour, the following constructions can be characterized as Patient oriented:
3.1.1. Syntactically intransitive predicates (morphologically active or mediopas'patient',
sive) whose conceptual structure requires a semantic function meaning
obligatorily associated with the grammatical subject. Such verbs can be characterized
as unidirectional, as concernstheir voice (patient oriented only).
The following casesare to be specified:
(a) The intransitive verb (morphologically active or mediopassive)pairs with a
corresponding transitive counterpart (causative) in such a way that the subject of
the intransitive (+/- anim) corresponds semantically to the object of the transitive
(+ causative). This transitive ,/ intransitive correspondance can be stated in terms
of thematic relations, the patient being alternatively associatedwith the subject of
the intransitive (patient oriented) and the direct object of the transitive, the grammatical subject of the causative being considered as the cause of the action (agent).
The above assumption is exemplified by the following sentenceswhere (a) represents
the patient oriented construction", pairing with the corresponding causative(b):

tt

+
The presence of a .true, agent (proper name, animate noun) expressed by a PP (dzd NP)
(onro-)
excluded:
is
prefix
or by the corresponding
(i)* t6 ndttopo yucl"i(et dn6 triv Mcpta
'the floor shines bY Mary'
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(18) a. 16 ntitropo yuol,i(et
'the floor shines'
b. pclt(ro 16 ndropa
'I shine the floor'
(19) a. td pnourd).t d6etooe
'the bottle is empty'
b. d6etooc td pnourdl"t
'I emptied the bottle'
(20) a. 16 ptxp6 yatdrt nviyqxe ot6 nordpt
'the little cat was drowned into the river'
b. Envr[o t6 ptrpd yat<irt ot6 nottipt
'I drowned the little cat into the river'
(21) a. ndluvo ttilpc tel"eutato
'I got fat lately'
b. ro nol,6 gct nri26aivet
'too much food makes one fat'
(22) a. 26)'rfiptavo
'I turned pale'
b. tl dpptitotto p6 ll.drptove
'the illness made me pale'
(b) The intransitive verb is not related to a corresponding transitive active.
The patient function of the grammatical subject, in these cases,is exclusively de'l
termined by the conceptual structure of the predicate: terca)"orcaryui(ot spend the
summer', vu16a04rcap€'wewere overtaken by night' etc.
3.1.2. ..Passive,, constructions with unspecified or specified agent (morphologically or syntactically expressed)23are also characterized as patient oriented. These

(ii)* t6 prourtil,t c0tod6etaoe
'the bottle got empty by itself
On the contrary the presenceof a PP (dtrti/p6 + NP), expressing the indirect cause is possible:
(iii) T6 ndtorpo yucrl,i(et dn6 t6 nol.6 tptrytpo
'the floor shines from scrubbing'
'passive' differentiatThe intransitive verbal forms cooccur many times with a corresponding
ed from the former morphologically, syntactically and/or semantically: these opassive" constructions are characterized by the mediopassive ending and the possibility of an agent
adjunct:
(iv) dl.l"a6eq (tril.l.dXrqxeq) no).6
'you have changed a lot'
(v) rti l"tiorrla ro0 o0rorrvrirou dl").tilrnKov (*dl"l,c[av) dn6 tov [6to t6v 66nyd
'the tyres of the car have been changed by the driver himselfl
(vi) rdonptoo (rdonpiotrlra) o16ptti vtilta
'my hair turned white overnight'
(vii) 16 onirr tionptotqxe (*donptoe) rlno8etypcttxri rin6 rdv xup-Nixo
'the house has been beautifully whitewashed by Mr. Nick'
t'
The agent adjunct (dnd + NP) can denote a (true> agent (proper name, animate noun), an
agent-like adjunct (inanimate object, abstract noun) or the indirect cause. The agent is
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constructions, consisting of a morphological activelmediopassive verbal form or a
periphrastib construction, pair with the corresponding active sentences in relation
to their selectional restrictions. The activelpassive sentencerelations can be stated
in terms of their semantic functions so that the patient is alternatively associated
with the grammatical subject of the passive (patient oriented) or the direct object of
the transitive active (non patient oriented). In case of unspecified agent, the patient
is obligatorily associated with the grammatical subject like the intransitives (cf.
3.l.la; patient oriented only):
(23) r] nopdoroorl dvoBd}"}"etot
'the performance is postponed'
Q4) )ttyerat 6tt dnetl.elrat { eip{vt1
'it is said that peace is threatened

The following active/passive structural relations are to be specified:
(a) NPr Vact. NP2 ._NPr

Vo"rr7".1. (by NP')
(where NPr # NP2)

(25) a. 6 6X0pdqrctdorperye td pvqpeio
'the enemy destroyed the monuments'
b. rri prvrlpeiororoorptignKov dnd tdv 6X0pd
'the monuments were destroyed by the enemy'
(26) a. 6vag 8rdorlpoq X€tpoupydq2getpofpyqoer6v nartpo pou
'a famous surgeon operated on my father'
b. 6 natdpoq pou Xetpoupyrl0qre dnd Evov Drdoqpo letpoupyd
'my father has been operated on by a famous surgeon '
(27\ a. pti(eryo rd yaprw, p6 npoool6ti
'I picked up the papers carefully'
b. tti yaprw pro(eftrlrov p6 npooolti
'the papers were picked up carefully'
(28) a. ouyr6vtporoc Av8tog6pouoeqnl"qpogopieq ytd td 06po o0td
'I collected some interesting information on this subject'
b. ouyrevrpdrOrlrov 0v6tag6pouoeqnl,rlpogopieq yw ro 06po odtd
'some interesting information was collected on this subject'

expressed morphologically by the prefixes aito- (for the reflexives) and d)l1Ao- (for the reciprocals). It must be mentioned here that a systematic analysis of the intransitive motion
verbs carried out by Helen Antonopoulou in her PhD dissertation (personal communication)
suggests that the lack of an agent adjunct (explicitly or implicitly expressed) constitutes a
basic distinguishing criterion between the intransitive constructions and the passive ones in
which the presenceof such an agent is possible. The action expressedby the intransitive predicate is the result of an indirect cause or is left inexpressed(e.g. Eneoa'I fell down' - the
physical cause : the gravity).

E4
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(b) NPr Vact. NPz.-----------NP(arlro-) Vpass.
(where NPr - lipr;

(29) a. d frtivvrlg rordorpeye rdv 6our<i rou
'John destroyed
himself
b. 6 ftrivvrlg o0rorotoorpdgqre
'John was
selfdestroyed'
(30) a. { Mopic Dtogqpi(et rdv taurd rqq
'Mary advertises
herself
b. rl Mopia a0ro6tagrlpi(erct
'Mary is selfadvertised'
(c) NPr Vact. NP2 +--NP

(dl.),Al,o.) Vpass.
(reciprocity Npr and Npz)

(31) a. 0noorqpi(et 6 Evaqr6v dl.l.ov
'One supports
the other'
b. ri1,1.11
l,oUnoorq pt(6pcrore
'we support
each other'
(32) a. lotpfrqoe 6 6voq r6v dl.l"ov
'One greeted
the other'
b. d),1.r1),o2lotperq0rirape
'we greeted
each other'

(d) NPr Vpass. NP2 +"-+NP2

rul6civol * NPG..,.
61to, ppioKro + NP4gs.
6626opct* NPA.".
ytvoprcr dvttxetpevo + NP6.n.
yfvopcr + VERBAL ADJ.

(by NPr)

(33) a. 66v dno66?(ovrorriq dndyerq oou
'they
do not accept your views'
b. oi rindryetq oou 66v rulaivouv dno6oXfl6 / yivovtut rino6ert6q
'your views are not
acceptable'
Q0 a. o6 irpetal.l"efovrot
'they
take advantageof you'
b. yiveoot rivrtretpevo kperol"),erloeroq
'you are
being taken advantage of'
3.2. Non patient oriented constructions. A verbal form is characterized as non
patient oriented if its grammatical subject can not be conceived of as the receiver
,/result of the action expressedby the predicate. Under the proposed analysis the
fo[owing casescan be specified.
3.2.1. The semantic features of the predicate exclude the presenceof a function meaning the patient; consequently, the verbal tbrm is inherently non patient oriented.
Some of the main verbal classeswhich belong to this category are the following:
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(a) agentive'omotion verbs" (intransitivett, morphologically active or mediopassive):
Swim', n46Co'tOjump', dvepo"lvttt'tOCOmeUp', K&rttp1Xa'to run', rcoAupnCo'tO
'tO
'to walk',
'to
Xopttia
Ba{vot'to come down', orco.ptpaTotvat climb', nepnatCo
'to draW baCk', EpTopat'to COme',etc.
dange', (ercwCo'tOStart', daoofpopal
necessarily
any motion (intransitive with difimplying
(b) agentive activity verbs not
'to
communicate', dil'4Toyparpdt
hurcowanCo'to
frames):
subcategorization
ferent
correspond', ptACo'to talk', ouvepyd(opan'tocollaborate', npoona9Co'to try', ou'to behave' etc. A se'to compete (with, against)', oulmepxp4,popar
voycovi(opa,
mantic subclass of the above category constitute, the so-called middle reflexive
'to
vcrbs: n),6,vopo.r'towash oneself , vtt5vopat'to dress oneself , yrtpvd(opan exercise oneself', parcryuipopar'tomake up oneself'.27
(c) Besides th3: agentive verbs mentioned above, verbal forms excluding the presence
'to weight', {,Xa 'to
of a patient function are the non agentive transitives ((uyi(@

to

An agentive verb is a verb whose grammatical subject is identified as agent. It is distinguished by a number of syntactic/semantic properties such as the animacy of the subject, the
intentionality of the action, the possibility of having purposive constructions etc. (Gruber

1965-76: 157 ff.).
" If the motion verb is causative, then its subject is identified as agent only like any causative
(cf . tp6,7atu5 d.Loyo'I run the horse'). If it is intransitive (i.e. non causative), then according
to Gruber (1965-76: 148) "1hg theme is optionally identified as agent. In fuct this is possible
as a general rule if the subject is Animate.
John went into the room
John rolled down the hill
John floated across the lake
If the subject is non Animate the possibility of an Agent does not exist".
The above mentioned examples from Gruber illustrate some clear cases of +/- animate
subject which is consequently interpreted as +/- agent. But there exist some more problomatic cascs, espccially with non animatc subjcct which could also be conceived of as agents;
(i) rri ofwega tpflouv or6v o0Pov6
'the clouds run in the sky'
(ii) 6 nfpaulog rateu0riv0qre ot6 6rriotqpc
'the rocket was directed toward space'
tu

In some apparent exceptions, the NP in direct object position does not denote the patient:
(i) tp6Xro t6ooepo p()"ta t{v t1p6pa
'I run four miles every day'
(ii) routpouPdl'qoc ttq oxri?'eq
'I tumbled down the stairs'
This assumption is supported by the following evidence:
(a) There is no corresponding passive construction with the NP (r6,ooepapiAto rfq orcdieg, in the above sentences)bearing the subject poSition:
(iii) *r6ooepa pii"rc tpfXovtat triv {p6pa
(iv) *oi ord)"e( routpoupc?'ri0r'1rav

(b) In some casesthe NP alternates with a PP:
(v) routpoupo)'&a &Tc6tiq ord)"eg
tt
The subject of the verbs of this semantic class has already been considered as the agent of
the action (@eo<pavonofl.ou- Kovto0 1980 : l3).
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have', (tpa'to know', vorcb)at'to feel', etc.) and intransitives(Aunripar'to be
sorry', nev0Co'tomourn', p6v@'to stay' etc.) which are usually classifiedas stative. It has already been pointed out that such casesare not definable according
to the basic distinguishing criterion of traditional grammar2s.since they do not
denote an action performed by the subject. Subsequently, they could not be
classified as active.
(d) In this category, I could, finally include *impersonal' verbs, such as: npdxercat
'the question
is...', ouppaiver'to happen', tlvan6uvor6,dvayrcaio,etc.'it is possible',
'necessary',
etc., although their lexical representation and behaviour is far from
clear to me.
3.2'2. The second category of verbal forrns chara.cterizedas non patient oriented contains constructions in which the semantic features of the predicate require a
function meaning the patient. This function occupies the direct object position, the
grammatical subject being associated with another function (agent. inCirect cagse,
instrument etc.). These active constructions (morphologically active or mediopassive).
consisting of a transitive dynamic activity (+/- causative)verb, are morphologically.
semantically and syntactically related to the corresponding patient oriented colstructions (ergative constructions or active/passive pair sentences).
These pair sentencesare, subsequently,alternatively considered as non patient
/patient oriented. The grammatical subject of the non patient oriented constructions can represent among others:
(a) the agent:2e
(35) a. 6 tX0p6q ror6orpeye td pv4pelo
'the enemy
destroyed the monuments'
b. rti pvqpeta xcrootp<igrlt(ov dnci rdv iX0pd
'the
monuments were destroyed by the enemy'
( 18) a. yucl,i(o rd ndrropc
'I
shine the floor'
b. rd ndttopo yual.i(er
'the floor
shines'
(26) a. Evoq 6trio4poq XsrpoupydqTgetporipyqoer6v rari,po pou
'a famous
surgeon has operated on my father'

The syntactic criteria upon which I have based my views are:
(a) The marginal use of the corresponding active form with a reflexive pronoun (il6.va
t6v Eautd pou 'l wash mysell , vt6va rdv taut6 ltou 'I dress myself', vs constrrrctions like
rcataorptt\at tdv Eautd pou 'l destroy myself , i(attarCo t6v Eaurd pou 'l cheat myself'.
(b) the lack of compound mediopassive forms with the prefrx airo- (*aitox)ivopar, *ait o t t rjvop ct v s ait orcat ao t p t tpopal oi t an at Co
pat).
tt
The subject is acting (active) vs it is acted upon (passive).
2e
i classify here cases of .true' agent, i.e. proper names or nouns (singular, plural, collective)
characterized as animate, but not cases of inanimate nouns or abstract ideas, appearing in
agent-like construcfions and functioning as agent (cf. Warburton 1970:81). The reason is
that only the presence of a ..trueD agent adjunct constitutes a distinguishing criterion between
the patient oriented constructions: 3.1.1. (a) and 3.2., as it has already been noticed above
(cf. note 23).
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b. 6 nor6poq pou lerpoupyri04re dnd Evov 6tdor'1poletpoupy6
'my father has been operated on by a famous surgeon'
tdv KornYopofpevo
(36) a. rd 8rrcorripto dOtil<ooe
'the court of justice absolved the accused'
b. 6 ratrlyopo6pevog riOodlOrlre&no td 8troorripto
'the accused was absolved by the court of justice'
(b) The indirect cause,or the instrument:30
(37) a. 6 d6poq 6ttil.uoe tti ofwe<pa
'the wind dispersedthe clouds'
b. rri ofwegc 6tol"60qrov (1ti,/dno t6v d6pa)
'the clouds were dispersed'(withAy the wind)
(38) a. oi grov6qpaq tofq ffnvqoov
'our voices have woken them uP'
b. [6nvr1oav (dn6/St6 riq rpov6q poq)
'they were woken up' (by,/with our voices)
(39) a. rj o<pctpo or6torce tdv otpattdltrl
'the bull killed the soldier'
b. 6 otpctttiltqq orotdlOrlre dno/pE r{ ogclpa
'the soldier was killed with the bull'
(a0) a. rj.n6tpo Eoncoe t6 ncpti0upo
'the stone broke the window'
b. t6 nopdOupo Eoncoe p|/dno triv n6tpc
'the window was broken with a stone'
4. In this paper I made a rather sketchy attempt to present the passive vs active
voice distinction in terms of the patient vs ndn patient orientation of the action
expressedby the predicate. The above assumption requires further support:
(a) by a systematic examination of the different verbal categories, especially
those characterized as non patient oriented. This examination should aim at the
specification of the criteria according to which it would be possible to determine the
different functions of the grammatical subject and their hierarchical order, probably in terms of binary oppositions.
(b) bV a systematic examination of forms with ambiguous function of their
grammatical subject (agent/patient) and the specification of the factors which each
time determine its specific function.
I am referring here to the following cases:
(i) mediopassive verbal forms -especially motion intransitive verbs- with
anirnate subject which can function either as patient or as agent:
(41) tri natbtd ouyrevtp<irOqrav otriv ailri to6 ololeiou
'the children gathered / have been gathered in the school yard'
'o

Unde. this term I include the cases of inanimate object or abstract ideas as well. The lirnits
between all these cases are not always strictly specified. (cf. also Warburton 1970 : 83
.Among the agent phrases of either abstract ideas or inanimate objects... several appear to
be instrumental or causative phrases rather than true agents. e.g. in 6xi epireasti ap6 meydla
l6yia (He has been influenced by big words)o.
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(42) rwayrrlrape intivol Stav drofoapc 16 O5pupo
'we sprung up when
we heard the noise'
(43) noipvovroq tri orpogri 6 obrlydq rtvrilrrlre ordv ri6po
'making a
turn, the driver was thrown in the air'
(ii) instransitive motion verbs with non animate subject which is not intuitively
understood:
(44) ro depon),dvo n&ale ndvot dno d. orivvega
'the aeroplane
flew over the clouds'
(45) ro a0rorivqrd pou 66v pnopei vd tp6(4 nol,ri
'my car can not go
very fast'
(iii) "p146leo reflexive verbs; the agent function of their grammatical subject is
for some speakerscounterintuitive3t.
Finally, the presented model of description should be tested by making a parallel examination of the voice system of other languages.Preliminary data seem to
indicate that the specification of voice distinction in terms of the pati6nt,/non patient orientation of the action, with different oppositions within the latter, is more
than a specific feature of the MG voice system. This assumption is supported by
the fhct that the above distinction is determined on the basis of the semantic
structure of the predicate and its thematic relations which are universal.
The occuring morphological or syntactic differences among the voice system of
different languages do not contradict the suggestedmodel of description; instead
they could be attributed to the language specific characteristics (syntactic restrictions, idiosyncratic features of the different verbal forms) and, in general, to the
voice grammaticalization process which differs from language to language, and
must, therefore, be examined within each language system.
- KovroD
/. @eorpavonotAou
[Iavenrct(pto 'A17vCov
TopEo"_cf )a oo o).oyfoE

All the above cases concern the feature +/- animate of the grammatical subject. There arise,
thus, some doubts about our considering of it is a basic criterion for an agentive construction. Such problematic cases call for further determination of the notion 'animacy'; on the
other hand, the role or reinterpretation of a function and the specification of the conditions
under which such a process is accomplished should also be taken into account..I am referring specifically to the
"middle' reflexive verbs (case iii) which are reinterpret€d as patient oriented on the analogy of their respective reflexive counterparts (aitorcataotpf,popar, at)rcilrup1pi(opar, aitonap7yopftpat

etc.l.
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